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Ab initio molecular orbital calculations of the optical rotatory response of a single oriented water molecule
are described. The unique tensor elementgxy was computed to be-0.047 bohr3 with CCSD/6-311+G(d,p).
A value of-0.033 was obtained with the minimal valence basis that was better suited to parsing the rotatory
response among a limited number of excited states. Transition moments were calculated ab initio and
qualitatively derived from the wave functions. Rotations were reckoned from the relative dispositions of the
transition moments with respect to the wavevectors. In this way, it was possible to intuitively reckon the
form of the optical rotation tensor consistent with that from higher levels of theory and to establish which
excitations make the most significant contributions.

1. Introduction

Only during the past decade have the vexing obstacles to
computing optical rotation (OR) of molecules from first
principles begun to yield to successive advancements in quantum
chemistry.1 The smallest familiar chiral molecule,C2-symmetric
H2O2, has been the emphasis of a number of theoretical
investigations of OR.2,3 However, H2O2 is not the simplest
naturally optically rotatory compound; H2O is simpler still.
Reflecting upon the OR of H2O is valuable because there can
be no faithful explanation of OR without a grasp of molecular
electronic structure, and even beginners can construct the
qualitative molecular orbitals of H2O. For this reason, H2O is
an entre´e to a structure-based interpretation of OR and its
orientational dependence. Here, we compute the OR tensor for
an oriented water molecule and analyze contributions from
individual states.

OR of achiral H2O may be counterintuitive to some because
the necessary condition for OR remains widely misunderstood
among chemists.4 Enantiomorphism is often cited in organic
chemistry textbooks as the necessary condition for optical
activity. We now recognize, however, that the point groupD2d,5

and its achiral subgroupsS4,6 C2V,7 andCs,8 are compatible with
OR in some directions with respect to oriented molecules;
measurements of the OR tensors for non-enantiomorphous
compounds have been achieved in crystals.5-9 The OR of achiral
molecules averaged over all orientations must be zero, but this
does not exclude H2O or other achiral molecules10 from
theoretical chiroptical inquiries. Barron’s comprehensive treat-
ment of OR11 includes a cartoon indicating the rotation of a
polarized wave striking a water molecule in a general direction,
but the details of this interaction have not heretofore been
presented.

In an effort to give a simple explanation of OR on the basis
of molecular electronic structure, while emphasizing the neces-
sary condition for OR, we carried out ab initio computations of
the OR of the water molecule, the simplest familiar optically
rotatory compound. We show that, for the water molecule, a
minimal valence calculation captures the OR response achieved
at a higher level of theory. We then parsed the response with
the minimal basis into all contributing excitations. By visualizing

the molecular orbitals, we can graph the transition moments
with respect to the molecular coordinate system. These moments
are then coupled together to give the OR response. We anticipate
that a qualitative interpretation of the OR tensor in terms of
molecular electronic structure will be useful in establishing
chiroptical structure/property relationships.

The expression of the symmetric OR tensor for oriented
molecules was derived by Buckingham and Dunn12

whereG′Râ is the electric dipole-magnetic dipole polarizabil-
ity, the trace of which contributes to OR in isotropic systems,
ω is the frequency of light,ε is the Levi-Civita operator, and
ARâγ is the electric dipole-electric quadrupole polarizability,
which averages to zero for isotropic media. The polarizability
linear response tensors are defined as

whereµ, m, andΘ are the electric dipole, magnetic dipole, and
Buckingham’s traceless electric quadrupole operators, respec-
tively, summed over all electronsi and given in atomic units
as

The form of the Buckingham-Dunn equation (eq 1) differs from
the original by a factor ofi. To be consistent with the linear
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response literature, we instead include thei in the definition of
the G′ tensor (eq 2) so that only real terms enter into eq 1.
Individual tensor elements ofARâγ and G′Râ depend on the
choice of gauge origin, but the Buckingham-Dunn tensor is
origin-independent (translationally invariant) in a complete basis
because of cancellation from the origin dependent terms.13 The
optical rotation tensorg calculated with the equations above
has units of bohr3. To compare the calculated value to an
experimental measurement (were one available), we require the
experimental number densityN: φ((radians)/(length)) )
2πgN(ω/c).

The sum over all states expressions forG′Râ andARâγ come
from the perturbation theory calculation of the induced dipole
moment that governs molecular scattering

whereER′ is the electric field in directionR′, ER′â′ is the electric
field gradient alongâ′, ḂR′ is the time derivative of the magnetic
field alongR′, RRR′ is the usual electric dipole-electric dipole
polarizability, and primed indices indicate the Einstein conven-
tion. In the above expression, the spatial dependence of the
electric field is included, resulting in the omission of all but
the first two terms for derivations performed within the dipole
approximation. Just as theRRR′ tensor describes how the electron
density will respond to a linear electric field, theARâγ andG′Râ
tensors describe how the electron density will respond to an
electric-field gradient and time-varying magnetic field, respec-
tively.

These last two terms give rise to the part of the induced dipole
moment that is oscillating 90° out of phase with the incident
electric field. Forward scattering from a 2D sheet of molecules
yields an additional 90° phase shift.14 These phase shifts cancel,
giving a plane wave front that is in phase with the incident
electric field. This results in scattered radiation that is in phase
with the incident field, but with an orthogonal polarization
component, leading to an overall azimuthal rotation of the plane
of the electric field vector.

2. Computational Details

To develop a practical understanding of OR on the basis of
analysis of contributions from all possible transitions, we must
have a manageable number of transitions. For water, with a
minimal STO-3G basis, there are only eight transitions. Optical
properties, however, vary with both the choice of basis set and
the treatment of correlation. We thus compare our frequency-
dependent minimal valence basis STO-3G Hartree-Fock (HF),15

also known as coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock or the random
phase approximation, calculations of the OR tensor to higher-
level calculations, all computed with the DALTON16 program.
With the HF/STO-3G level of theory, transition moments were
computed as single residues of the linear response function.17

To test the effects of electron correlation, we performed
frequency-dependent linear response theory calculations using
the gradient-corrected hybrid B3LYP density functional18 and
the coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) levels of
theory.19 The frequency used was the sodium-D wavelength of
light (ω ) 0.0773 atomic units) 589 nm). Results are given
for several basis sets, ranging from STO-3G (7 basis functions)
to 6-311+G* (28 basis functions).

The rationale for the high-level calculations was naturally to
compute accurate quantities. The minimal valence basis was
instructive in decomposing the OR into contributions from
comparatively few electronic transitions20 so as to develop an
intuitive sense of the sign and magnitude of the OR tensor. We

give a pictoral representation of the coupling of the transition
moments to form the OR tensor and show how their relative
orientations with respect to the incident light wavevector
determines the sign of the OR. In the calculations, the center
of mass was chosen as the gauge origin, and the H2O geometry21

was optimized at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory in
Gaussian03.22

3. Results and Discussion

There is only one independent OR tensor element (gxy) gyx)
for C2V H2O. This single value fixes the tensor eigenvalues
(maximum OR magnitude) between thex and y axes of the
molecule (Figure 1). A negativegxy indicates negative optical
rotation for wavevectors in the [x,y] and [-x,-y] directions.
The OR is divided into contributions from transitions of various
symmetries as shown in Table 1. These are calculated from the
Buckingham-Dunn equation as

Comparing the optical rotation from different methods and basis
sets, we see that for theB2, A1, and summed contributions to
gxy, the HF/STO-3G results have the same sign and order of
magnitude as for the higher levels of theory. For all methods,
theB1 contribution is very small and changes from positive to
negative for any basis set larger than STO-3G. In the minimal

Figure 1. Representation surface of the optical rotation tensor of H2O.
A negative OR value (levorotation) is calculated forgxy for all levels
of theory. Light) levorotation, dark) dextrorotation.

TABLE 1: Optical Rotation for Water by Symmetry
Contributionsa

contribution by symmetry

method gxy(B1) gxy(B2) gxy (A1) sumgxy

HF/STO-3G 0.0090 -0.1127 0.0706 -0.0330
HF/6-31+G* -0.0102 -0.0993 0.0964 -0.0130
HF/6-31++G -0.0048 -0.1274 0.1194 -0.0128
HF/6-311+G* -0.0055 -0.1219 0.1150 -0.0124
B3LYP/STO-3G 0.0108 -0.1097 0.0698 -0.0291
B3LYP/6-31+G* -0.0105 -0.1048 0.1040 -0.0114
B3LYP/6-31++G -0.0098 -0.1384 0.1318 -0.0164
B3LYP/6-311+G* -0.0073 -0.1308 0.1243 -0.0139
CCSD/STO-3G 0.0211 -0.1338 0.0686 -0.0440
CCSD/6-31+G* -0.0110 -0.1329 0.1014 -0.0425
CCSD/6-311+G* -0.0041 -0.1643 0.1212 -0.0471

a Calculated at the frequency of the sodium D line) 589 nm.
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basis set, the onlyB1 transition is from the HOMO to the
LUMO. Larger basis sets allow for more flexibility of charge
rearrangement in theB1 states, changing the sign of the
contributions to OR. TheB2 contributions are negative and the
A1 contributions are positive, but theB2 contribution is larger
for all methods studied, and so the sign of the OR from theB2

transitions determines the sign of the overall response. Larger
basis sets increase the magnitude of both theA1 and B2

transitions. Electron correlation favors theB2 transitions over
A1, as the larger basis set CCSD calculations ofgxy are three
times as large as the Hartree-Fock values.

We proceed from computed tensor elements to an under-
standing of the rotatory response by developing an intuition for
the transition moments that make up the tensors. In the
Buckingham-Dunn equation, the perturbation theoryG′ andA
tensors are formed from summing over all excited states. It is
the relative orientation of these moments that governs the sign
of the OR. With a minimal basis, we can relate the calculated
OR tensor value to the transition moments for each excitation,
as seen in Table 2. With Snatzke’s qualitative molecular orbital
(MO) analysis, in which the initial and final molecular orbitals
of the transition are multiplied pictorially,23 we can reconcile
the orientation and magnitude of the transition moments with
the electronic structure of the molecule.

H2O has the following configuration: (1a1)2(2a1)2(1b2)2(3a1)2-
(1b1)2(4a1)0(2b2)0. Electric dipole allowed excited-state sym-
metries of aC2V molecule areA1, B1, andB2. TheA2 transitions
are not electric dipole allowed and they do not contribute to
OR. Analysis of the minimal basis state-by-state contributions
to the OR tensor show that all theA1 andB1 transitions make
contributions (Table 1) that oppose those of theB2 transitions.
For larger basis sets, the sign of the totalB1 contribution changes
sign, indicating that these transitions can be either positive or
negative. It is, however, a small contributor, even with the larger

basis sets. The sign of the overall OR tensor is determined by
the dominantB2 transitions.

According to the Snatzke method (Figure 2), the 1B1 transition
is formed from the product of the highest occupied MO
(HOMO), the lone electron pair containing a px orbital on
oxygen, with the lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO), the pz orbital
on oxygen mixing with the in-phase combination of hydrogen
orbitals. The positive and negative orbital overlap, localized on
the oxygen p-like orbitals, corresponds to regions of negative
charge accumulation and depletion, respectively. The charge
build-up during the transition leads toµ along -x, and Θ in
the xz plane. The transition magnetic dipole moment (m) is
established by turning the occupied orbital into the unoccupied
orbital so as to maximize overlap most efficiently. This gives
the motion of electrons and thus the magnetic moment by the
left hand rule. Because theµx transition moments fromB1

symmetry excitations result only from overlap of the px lone
pair orbital on oxygen with other orbitals, the orbital overlap
does not extend very far in space. This leads to a relatively
small magnitude forµx and, despite a relatively large transition
magnetic dipole moment,B1 transitions having a small overall
contribution to the OR tensor (Figure 3).

In a chiral molecule, components of these transition moments
are parallel (dextrorotation) or antiparallel (levorotation), whereas
in aC2V achiral molecule, they are orthogonal. Thus, for achiral
molecules such as water, with perpendicular moments, it is the
direction of the wavevector that determines the sign of OR. For
the B1 transitions of water (Figure 3), transition moments
projected onto the [x,y] or [-x,-y] wavevector are parallel,
giving rise to dextrorotation (dark lobes of tensor), whereas
projection onto the [x,-y] or [-x,y] wavevectors gives anti-
parallel moments and levorotation (light lobes of tensor).

TheB2 transition moments can be established from the MOs
likewise withµ alongy, m along-x, andΘ in theyzplane.B2

TABLE 2: Optical Rotation (OR) of H 2O Excitationsa

transition symmetry MO excitations (and corresponding coefficients) µ m Θ gxy

1B1 5 f 6 (0.68) -0.10 (x) -0.50 (y) 0.06 (xz) 0.009
1A2 5 f 7 (0.69) 0 -0.68 (z) -0.11 (xy) 0.000
1A1 3 f 7 (0.18) -0.40 (z) 0 -0.31 (xx), 0.51 (yy) 0.014

4 f 6 (0.67)
1B2 3 f 6 (0.29) 0.34 (y) -0.75 (x) -0.11 (yz) -0.022

4 f 7 (0.61)
2B2 3 f 6 (0.61) 1.40 (y) -0.09 (x) -1.77 (yz) -0.088

4 f 7 (-0.28)
2A1 2 f 6 (-0.16) 0.89 (z) 0.98 (xx), -1.23 (yy) 0.049

3 f 7 (0.64)
4 f 6 (-0.12)

3A1 2 f 6 (0.67) -0.23 (z) 0 -0.89(xx), 0.88 (yy) 0.007
3B2 2 f 7 (0.69) 0.14 (y) -0.15 (x) -1.09 (yz) -0.003
SUM -0.033

a Computed at the HF/STO-3G level of theory.

Figure 2. HOMO-LUMO transition of symmetryB1. Signs (() indicate regions of orbital overlap (center) and charge build-up and depletion
(right). Transition moments created are an electric dipole moment along-x, an electric quadrupole in thexzplane, and a magnetic dipole along-y.
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excitations yield an electric dipole transition moment along the
y-axis from electron density moving from one hydrogen to the
other (Figure 4a). This leads to a larger electric dipole transition
moment than inB1 transitions, and to a larger OR tensor. Figure
3 shows how the relative orientation of theB2 transition
moments leads to OR contributions of opposite sign from those
of B1 symmetry and how the larger magnitude of theB2

moments also yields a larger OR tensor.
A1 transitions are distinct fromB1 andB2 transitions in that

m ) 0, whereas theΘ values are linear and perpendicular toµz

(Figure 4b). The diagonal elements of Buckingham’s traceless
Θ form of the quadrupole operator take into account contribu-
tions from each of the Cartesian directions. For example,Θxx

) - 1/2∑i(2rxi
2 - ryi

2 - rzi
2). For all of theA1 transitions, both of

the second moments,Qxx ) -∑i rxi
2andQyy ) -∑i ryi

2 , have the
same sign. The transition momentsΘxx andΘyy, however, have
opposite signs. This occurs when one second momentQ is at
least twice as large as the other. For theA1 transitions of water,
Qyy is more than five times as large asQxx. Thus, the opposite
signs ofΘxx andΘyy show the great asymmetry between thex

andy directions of water. Although the transition momentsΘxx

andΘyy have opposite signs, theAzxx andAzyy contributions to
the OR response also enter into the Buckingham-Dunn equation
(eq 8) with opposite signs. Thus,Azxx andAzyy give OR of the
same sign (positive). This only occurs because of the large
magnitude ofQyy in comparison toQxx. If there were no
asymmetry in thex andy directions,Θxx andΘyy would have
the same sign and magnitude, and thusAzxx and Azyy would
cancel in the Buckingham-Dunn equation. As in theB2

transitions, the extension of the molecule along they direction
creates a larger electronic response alongy than alongx;
however, in theA1 case, the transitions create positive rather
than negative OR.

Contributions fromA1 transitions, lacking magnetic dipole
transition moments, cannot be determined from the scalar
product ofµ andm projected on the wave vector of light. We
find that a positive product ofQxx and µz yields dextrotation
for the wave vector in the [x,y] quadrant, whereas a positive
product ofQyy andµz yields levorotation for the wave vector in
the [x,y] quadrant. For water, both products are always negative,
but Qyy is much larger thanQxx, so that all of theA1 transitions
produce dextrorotation.

The intuition we developed regarding the OR of water can
be applied to formaldehyde, likewise ofC2V symmetry. Form-
aldehyde extends further alongz (adding nuclei) and alongx
(adding the COπ system). Theπ system allows for much greater
rotation in thexz plane for theB1 transitions. In water, the
hydrogen atoms in the lower half of the molecule dominate the
response alongy andz. Only the lone pair on oxygen is active
in the x direction. In formaldehyde, the oxygen on the upper
half of the molecule plays a large role in the response, which
can switch the relative orientation of theµ and m transition
moments, and thus the sign of the OR.

4. Conclusions

At both the low and high levels of theory, theB2 transitions
of water produce levorotation for wavevectors in the [x,y] and

Figure 3. Relevant transition moments (µ, m, andΘ) and correspond-
ing OR tensor for the 1B1 and 1B2 transitions as calculated in Table 2.
The transition moments and tensors were scaled to reflect their relative
magnitudes as given in Table 2.

Figure 4. (a) Overlap for MOs 4 and 7 that contribute to transition 1B2. Signs (() indicate regions of orbital overlap (center) and charge build-up
and depletion (right). Transition moments include an electric dipole moment alongy, an electric quadrupole in theyzplane, and a magnetic dipole
along -x. (b) The overlap for MOs 4 and 6 that contribute to transition 1A1. Signs (() indicate regions of orbital overlap (center) and charge
build-up and depletion (right). Transition moments include an electric dipole moment alongz, and two linear electric quadrupole moments.
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[-x,-y] quadrants, whereas theA1 transitions produce dex-
trorotation. TheB2 transitions, however, have their transition
dipole moment along the bonds of the molecule, leading to a
larger transition dipole moment in this direction and thus they
dominate the overall sign of the OR. The molecular orbital and
transition moment analysis of the OR of a single, oriented achiral
molecule as provided here is insightful, because, given the
simplicity of the electronic structure of H2O, any chemist can
derive its wave functions and transition moments qualitatively.
Thus, the results of the ab initio computations that are often
opaque can be rendered on the blackboard.

Can we put our computations to the test of experiment? The
simplest way to orient water molecules is to grow ice. Of the
12 known ice phases, only the ordered hexagonal phase XI
(space groupCmc21, point symmetryC2V) has a symmetry
compatible with OR.24,25 Ice XI is thought to exist on the
planetoid Pluto.26 It can be grown at 70 K and ambient pressure
on planet Earth.27 We aspire to measure the optical rotatory
power of ice XI using recent advances in OR imaging.28 The
intuition developed here for the OR for a single oriented water
molecule will undoubtedly require modification in extension
to water clusters where intermolecular interactions play a large
role in the electronic response. By comparing single molecule
calculations to those in the aggregate, we will learn more about
the intermolecular contributions to optical activity.
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